Quality as a solution of a century of experience
King Koil is procuring the quality in reasonable prices to its clients all over the world
feature of King Koil trade mark together with your bed to be created and planned
by the expert people and to be produced by master hands. King Koil quality has
been the choice of all our clients that puts together to the “healthy bed” sense with
creation.

Addive of technology to health: A PERFECT BED
A good bed experience, by taking the fabulous technologic developments inside at
the recent years, has displayed the bed science. This science proving the perfect
bed experience to you by taking together to the perfect art with brilliant creation.
We are, at King Koil, joining our mastery experience of a century with technological
materials and giving you chance to live the 1/3 of your life in the most healthy way
with various materials such as visco elastic smart bed, small pocket springs that are
located separated (pocket spring), multi spring, horse hair, cotton and wool that have
changed the industry completely.

Your health in inside the bed
King Koil purposes to submit you a good and healthy bed experience. This purpose

and the place that experience came together with mastery...
YATSAN that has dedicated its 35 years for Turkey to have more comfortable and
to produce King Koil products that has been an international trade mark. YATSAN
that joins the recent fabrication technologies with boutique production sense, carries
on the sense of perfect bed also at the King Koil products and proved the hundred
percent customer satisfaction.

Meet with KING KOIL
One of the most important factors of healthy sleep and healthy life is regular and
comfortable sleep that banished continuously through the night. For a regular sleep
experience, it’s important for you to organize your time for sleep in a correct way.
If you make this a routine, your body also gets accustomed to the sleep cycle and it
gets easier for you to stay in sleep when you go to bed in the nights. You to make
your bedroom special for the sleep is also one of the factors that effects the healthy
sleep. If your bedroom is quite and dark, it will be easier for you to fall asleep and
have a continuous sleep. At the nights, at the time of the sleep, if you abstain from
food, alcohol and caffeine and make comfortable to your body by making exercises in
place of these, you experience both a healthy life away from stress and comfortable
sleep period.

Most important factor for sleep:
Your bed: besides the environmental factors that you can create for sleep, most
important thing that will take you to a comfortable sleep and healthy day is your
bed. Your bed has to be as comfortable as to prove you to fall asleep easily and
has be have been created as to take the correct position when you are sleeping
and supporting your body from every direction. So that, you can have a continuous
sleep experience and rest your body, get away from stress and by the comfortable
that is proved by your bed get out of your pains and start to the day full of energy
the technology such as from horse hair to latex sponge layers, from pocked spring
system to visco elastic materials, meets you with a healthy sleep experience and
together with its brilliant creation, perfect craftsmanship and visual richness that will
make you feel in dream even you have woke up, adds color to your life. All of the
materials that are used at the King Koil bed collection have been chosen diligently
for you to have more healthy sleep experience and have been submitted to your
favor in 4 different bed choice of perfect combination:
Rose, Continental, Savoy and Amethyste.

but also a perfect experience at a collection that has not been seen before that both

Mattress

AMETHYSTE

Headboard & Box

CASALETTO

Color; Fleecy 07

Mattress

AMETHYSTE
The perfect combination of
horse hair, latex and pocket spring:

5 zone Pocket Spring System
Horse Hair
Shoulder comfort
35 mm LATEX layer
One side usage
Antibacterial fabric

Amethyste

*

*

**
* Latex
Mattresses produced with latex
material help you to have a more
comfortable sleeping experience
by distributing the pressure
equally to whole mattress while
King Koil mattresses offer you
a peaceful sleeping experience
with its latex material which is
produced by durable and natural
rubber that you can use for years
healthfully.

33 cm
POCKET SPRING

HORSE HAIR

LATEX

MATTRESS HEIGHT

B Yellow Rose fabric
2

C 150 gr/m

D 17 mm Super Soft HYP foam
2

E 30 gr/m interfacing
F 35 mm LATEX
G 30 mm Super Soft HYP foam
2

H 800 gr/m HORSE HAIR
I 20 mm Soft foam
2

J 200 gr/m white felt
K 1,6 / 1,8 mm wire diameter, 5 zones,
2
260 pcs/m coil counts stainless steel
pocket spring system
L
M
2

N 15 gr/m interfacing
O 12 mm AG foam
P Cotton fabric

** Pocket Spring System
The Pocket Spring System is
produced by combining the
individually springs in an
interconnected pockets. by
means of this partners can sleep
continuously without effected
from the movements of each
other. 260 pcs of springs which
exist in one suare meter support
the body in best way and besides
this it is two times durable than
the standart springs.
It is determined that the human
body pressure the mattress on 5
different zenes and the pocket
spring system supports the body in
best way with it’s structure with
5 different degrees of hardness
and minimize the involuntary
movements.

Mattress

AMETHYSTE
CASALETTO

Headboard & Box
To make a good start for a day,
your mattress has to support
you fully for a relaxation during
8 hour good night sleep.

air is everything...
In order to protect the heat balance
of our body, we need air as much as
water.
Our body sweats all day long in order
to keep this balance and to provide
the heat balance by evaporating the
sweat thanks to the air circulation.
Our body needs the same process
throughout the night because while
we sleep our body sweats off an
amount between a half to one litre.
To sweat off properly, the place that
we spend the night should have a
very good air circulation.
Our mattress is one of these.

why horse hair?
In order to create an ambiance as
spatious as in the day time and to
protect the heat balance of the body
all night long, the mattress should
realize the air circulation. To realize
this circulation, various materials can
be used in our mattresses.
Horse hair is a very good material
realizing this task of air circulation of
the mattress. The foam layers soaking
the sweat immediately, convey the
The horsehair has a structure that
provides an immediate evaporation
by expanding the area where the
and a perfect aeration system in the
mattress.
This natural and perfect evaporation
system will make you feel as if you’re
on the clouds and will help you start
a nice day by providing a healthy
sleep.

excellent combination of
HORSE HAIR

Since the horse hair is a natural and
organic material, it may not form a
smooth surface and it may not easily
regain its original form in case of
pressure. So this causes an imperfect
surface while using the mattress.
However, this difference of
appereance does not cause any
damage or loss in the natural
structure of the horse hair. Horse
hair can realize its task of providing
the air circulation of the mattress for
many years.
We produced Amethsyte
for the one third of your life
and day to be healthy and
comfortable and in order for
you to spend the rest of the
day happily.
Enjoy it...

width

120 cm

20 cm
12 cm
6 cm

Mattress

AMETHYSTE

Headboard & Box

CASALETTO

Mattress

CONTINENTAL

Color; Quatro 02

Headboard & Box

CHATEAU

Mattress

CONTINENTAL
Our R&D was in pursuit of the comfort formed by
air-permeable, perfect springing for a long time.
With the cotton linen fabric, double sided topper,
and pocket spring, they have found exactly the
comfort in demand.

5 zone Pocket Spring System
Double side pillow top
Heavy duty pocket spring core

Name of the comfort: Continental mattress.

Maximum Air Circulation with Cotton
Linen Fabric
Cotton and linen, gifts of nature for us, have met
technology, and a unique fabric has emerged.
Air circulation has reached to maximum level
cotton and linen mixture. Ventilation potential
of the mattress helps the body to preserve heat
balance. It minimizes the sweating.

Perfect Springing with
Double Sided Topper
Both sides of the double sided topper, produced
preciously by hand-workmanship, have different
functions. Topper on the upper side facilitates
during sleep and commits an uninterrupted sleep
all night long. Mattress does not resist to body
separated with topper.
mattress by giving the sensation of spring box. It
strengthens the feeling of springing. It could be
used as double-sided.
30 cm
MATTRESS HEIGHT

POCKET SPRING

B Cotton fabric
2

C 150 gr/m

D 17 mm Super Soft HYP foam
2

E 30 gr/m interfacing
F 24 mm Soft foam
2

G 1000 gr/m felt
H 1,6 / 1,8 mm wire diameter, 5 zones,
2
260 pcs/m coil counts stainless steel
Pocket Spring System
I
2

J 15 gr/m interfacing
K 12 mm AG foam

*
Independent Movements
with 5 Zone
Pocket Spring System
Partners are not affected by
movements on mattress by Pocket
spring system composed of springs
placed in packages independent
from each other. With the spring
system having 5 zones i.e. 5
different hardness levels, your
mattress gives different responses
to 5 different zones of the body.
This helps to balance the blood
pressure. It decreases number of
turns during sleep. It protects the
natural slope of the spine.

Headboard & Box

CHATEAU

The winner is not always the technology.
We have to feel also the comfort of hand
made in our life…
coming from the past...

Mattress

SAVOY

Set

ASPEN

Mattress

SAVOY

It is a combination to change your habits with its
topper generated with special techniques on Pocket

Hand Tufted
Never top turn pillow top
Pocket Spring System comfort
Antibacterial ticking

for you to experience different feelings!
Get ready for the comfort with Tactel Fiber Fabric!
Its specially-patterned fabric is woven with Tactel
this moisture very quickly and eliminates very
quickly as well. This process prevents body from
feeling discomfort due to moisture and provides
sound sleep all night. It reduces sweating. It also
makes your mattress ventilated.
Call for a Different Sleep Experience with its
Special Topper!
The topper facilitates your mattress’s adaptation
topper, the mattress wraps you without showing
any resistance to your body’s weight. Each body
structure feels the necessity to turn at different
numbers of times during night’s sleep. In case that
your mattress does not adapt to your movements
during these turns, then your sleep is interrupted
and REM phase shortens. If such an adaptation
does not realize, even long hours of sleep do not
make you feel rested. With the topper produced
with some sponges with different characteristics
at the same thickness by using some of our own
techniques; Savoy mattress invites you for a
different sleep experience.
34 cm
MATTRESS HEIGHT

POCKET SPRING

Independent Movements…
Pocket spring is composed of
20-cm-high springs placed in
packages independent from each
other. Independent structure of
springs allows partners to sleep
without being affected by the
other's movements on mattress.
Height of 20 cm facilitates
adaptation to the anatomic
structure of the body with the best
springing movement.

B TACTEL double jersey Fabric
2

C 150 gr/m

D 17 mm Soft foam
E 17 mm Super Soft HYP foam
2

F 30 gr/m interfacing
G 30 mm Super Soft HYP foam
H 24 mm Soft foam
2

I 500 gr/m felt
J Pocket spring connection wire
K 2,1 mm wire diameter, h.20 cm
Height Pocket Spring System
L 20 mm Soft foam
2

M 15 gr/m interfacing
N 12 mm AG foam
O Cotton fabric
2

P 800 gr/m

*

Set

ASPEN
A little speciality?
A different atmosphere?
Pleasure?
A little privacy?
Width+22 cm

116
125

32

27

12

Set

ASPEN
SPRING PLATFORM
If you can not give up the
comfort of spring box,
the pocket spring platform
offers you an excellent
combination of spring with the
design of bed frame.

ASPEN: It can only be purchased as a
complete set (headboard and frame)

Mattress

ROSE

Color; Cotton Bar 514

Headboard & Box

SQUARE

Mattress

ROSE

*
5 zone Pocket Spring System
50 mm VISCO layer
Shoulder comfort
Foam encased
Never turn pillow top
Antibacterial fabric

**

* The Pocket Spring System
is produced by combining
the individually springs in an
interconnected pockets. by
means of this partners can sleep
continuously without effected
from the movements of each
other. 260 pcs of springs which
exist in one suare meter support
the body in best way and besides
this it is two times durable than
the standart springs.
It is determined that the human
body pressure the mattress on 5
different zenes and the pocket
spring system supports the body in
best way with it’s structure with
5 different degrees of hardness
and minimize the involuntary
movements.
** Smart mattresses produced
from viscoelastic material wrap
your body; support it on every
single point and provides high
quality of sleep.

33 cm
POCKET SPRING

VISCO

MATTRESS HEIGHT

B Rose pattern fabric
2
C 300 gr/m
D 17 mm Super Soft HYP foam
2
E 30 gr/m interfacing
F 50 mm VISCO
G 24 mm Super Soft HYP foam
2

H 200 gr/m white felt
1,6 / 1,8 mm wire diameter, 5 zones,
2
I 260 pcs/m coil counts stainless steel
pocket spring system
J
K
2

L 15 gr/m interfacing
M 12 mm AG foam
N Cotton fabric

Headboard & Box

SQUARE

What we expect while we are buying a furniture?
Of course the suitability of furnishing and
appearance with our life style...
Isn’t it?
We are sure that SQUARE meets all your
expectations...

ROSE will be indispensable of your comfortable
sleep with its curvaceous structure and special
rose patterned fabric.
We are sure that besides the appearance, the
inside of the ROSE will also impress you with its
5 zoned pocket spring system which is designed
for supporting your body on every part and the
gradually after you lie down.

Headboard & Box

Mattress

ROSE

SQUARE

Width+100 cm

135 cm

20 cm
12 cm
10 cm

Width+100 cm

135 cm

20 cm
12 cm
10 cm

The one which makes your mattress
special makes you happy.
King Koil for a continuous sleep
When you buy a King Koil bed, you buy a artifact inside whom a 100 years of
experience joins with handcraftsmanship. Together with its unlike lines, brilliant
creation and perfect bed head and bed case, King Koil beds will be the magic shine
of your bedroom.

Health that is submitted by the real comfortable
Anti bacterial fabric, corners that are supported with sponge, pocket spring system
with 5 zones (Pocket Spring), extra shoulder support, visco elastic sponge layer, multi
spring spring system, latex layer, horse hair layer that proves unlike ventilation…
all of these are the engineering wonder items that are hidden inside that beautiful
creations. The natural materials that are used at King Koil beds have been created
special for you to have a healthy sleep experience.

And the endless happiness
King Koil will add color to your bedroom, add health to your body and add happiness
materials that are chosen.

/yatsanyatak

@yatsanyatak

